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THE EFFECT OF TIME SHIFT AND TTME BASE MODIFIC/\TION

ON WALSH SPECTRA

by

Johann Schnabl

ABSTRÃCT

A I,valsh power spectrum definition which was origi-
na1ly used by Harmuth and corresponds closely to the con-

ventional Fourj-er po\,\rer spectrum is used in this thesis.
Tvo different aspects of walsh amplitude spectra are exami-

ned: the effect of a circul-ar time shift and. of a time base

modification 
"

one important characteristic of walsh amplitude spectra
is their dependency on a circular time shift. I¡Ialsh functions,
s"rhich form a basis of this expansion, are subjected to a

circular time shift and for special cases formulae are de-
rived to express the resulting amplitude drop quantitatively.
rn the discrete Fourier transform, sinusoidal functions
which are not one of the basis functions, are att.enuated

according to the (sinx)/x function. The equivalent attenuation
characteristic is derived if the walsh basis functions are

subjected to a time base change. A matrix operator is intro-
duced to express the compression or expansion of a discrete
function 

"
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

Spectral decomposition was introduced by Fourier in
L827 and since then has been extensively used by scientists
and engineers. The representation of a time function by

sine and cosíne functions is only one of many possible represen-

tations" Other orthogonal functions, like Bessel functions,
Legendre polynomials and block pulses, are also widely used

in electrical engineering. These functíons are sometimes

better suited for a given problem from the mathematical

point of view, but cannot be practically implemented by the

available technology. sine-cosine functions have a d.ominant

position in electrical engíneering applications, because ';
linear, time-invariant circuit components are readily avai-
lab1e. Large scare integration of semicond.uctor circuits
changed this dominancy, as digital circuit,s are now easier
Ëo realize than tradítional RrLrC components"

1.1 Literature Survey

Many sets of orthogonal functions are known and ít was

in 1923 when J.L. Walsh introduced a ne\Ár, complete set of
orthogonal funbtions tll " However, it was not until 1968

that H.F. Harmuth published an article l2l which initiated
a fast growing interest in the theory and apprications of
walsh functions. walsh spectral analysis, using digital com-

puters, has been one of the important fietds for !{alsh

functions, and the various development.s in this area are

here described.



For a discrete form of Walsh functions with a corres-
ponding discrete trValsh transform (OWf),a fast Walsh trans-
form (FWT) has been developed by J.L" Shanks t4l" It was

J"E" Gibbs who first suggested a form of spectral anarysis

based on walsh functions t5l . A definition of a walsh po\,üer

spectrum, which all-ows a physical interpretation as "power",

and is equivalent to the Fourier power spectrum was further
investigated by H"F" Harmuth t6l. rt was shown by J"E" Gibbs

and F"R. Pichler that. a dyadic equivalent of the Wiener-

Khintchine theorem describes the relation between the dyadic

autocorrelation functíon and the Walsh power spectrum l7l,
[8], [9], Unfortunately, this definition of a power spectrum

is not invariant to a circular time shift" This dependency

can be partially overcome by averaging the lValsh power

spectrum [10], or by using a short-time powér spectrum as

defined in tlf1 and tlZl "

A different approach led to a generalized transform

[13], which was developed by K" Caspari and N" Ahmed [14],
1151. This generalized transform includes the Vlalsh and

Fourier transform as speciar cases" The "Bifore" spectrum

derived from this transform is invariant to a cyclical time

shift, but results in a highly compressed spectrum with onry

a small number of spectral points (logrN+l) " This decreased

resolution is a serious disadvantage since a unique repre-

sentation of a tirne series cannot be achieved [16], t17l.
Another approach was first described by F"R. Ohnsorg.



A complet.e set of shift invariant specLral lines was de-

rived, giving N/z+L spectral pointsr âs in conventional

spectra tIBl " In this definitJ-on, cross-products are in-

volved, which can be negative and an interpretation as

"power" spectrum is, therefore, not possible. A relation

between the set of circular shift invariants (or Q-spectrum)

and the cyclic autocorrelation existsr âs shown by

N, Ahmed I19l - t2LJ .

Walsh spectral analysis has been used in many practi-

cal applications, like speech analysis l22l-1,241 , biological

signal processing 1251, and seismic data pro.essing t261.

In these applications, where large amounts of data have to

be analyzed, the savings in computing t,ime by the Walsh

transform can be significant"

L"2 Principles of Spectral Analvsis

If spectral analysis is examined, two important aspects

have to be considered: how to d.efine a "spectrum" and why

one might want to do a spectral analysis.

There are actualiy many definitions of spectra which

are meaningful, with the Fourier spectrum as the most exten-

sively used form" other types of spectra, like the "cepstrum"

or the "cross-cepstrum" have proved useful in time series

analysis " If we use non-sinusoidal functions, like the Vrlalsh

functions, as the basj-s of a spectrum definition, new types

of spectra are derived, which may or may not be useful in a

particular application. Because of their discontinuities,
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Walsh spectra are considered Lo be more suitable for pulse-

like signals or signals which are not continuous. Walsh

spectra could also be advantageous for the analysis of non-

stationary data because of the well defined time-sequency

limitation t16l " ft is, therefore, important to know what to

expect from a spectral analysis before a decision can be

made as to which defínition of a "spectrum" should be adopted"

One of the main reasons for using some form of spectral

analysis is our desire to perform some linear transfor-

mation of a signal (or noise) in time" The time-invariant
linear transformation corresponding to the "Fourier power

spectrum" d.escription is diagonal and this simplification

is one of the major reasons for its use. If we want to des-

cribe linear, time-variable components, like switches,

Walsh power spectra might well be more suitable"

Another important role of spectra is the fitting of

models, where a small number of parameters descríbes a

random process" It is possible to develop an interpretation

of spectra so that computed spectra suggest models to be

fitted" Simply looking at the original time function very

often does not give a good indication of possible parameters

for a model"

From a statistical point of view, the estimates of

smoothed power spectraJ- density are more or less statisti-

ca1ly independent. This is usually not the case for auto-

correlations, autocovariances or average val-ues of a function"
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Representation in the frequency (or sequency) domain often

gives a readily interpretable graphical representation of

the underlying functions giving rise to the time series.

Thus, although phase information is usually lost in the

transtation from the time domain to the frequency domain,

such a spectrum provides a convenienL method of reducing

a large amount of data into a compact, manageable and more

readily interpretable form.

1" 3 Application of tr{alsh Spectra

The recent interest in the orthogonal system of l{alsh

functions has its most important impact in the area of

communications engineering "

A classical problem i-n communications engineering ís

the reduction of bandwidth for the transmission of signals

like human speech" There is redundancy in speech signals

and presently many systems are proposed to reduce the amount

of information to be transmitted 1271. Information like

"pitch period" and "formant sequencies" has to be obtained.

from speech signals and Walsh spectral analysis proves to be

a useful tool in extracting this information. Finite time

windows are usually examined and it is important to know the

effects of circular time shifts on the Walsh spectrum" If

overlapping time windows are averaged, then the choice of

the overlap is important to avoid errors. Human speech is

only one example of a signal which has deterministic and

random components" These considerations are equally valid
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for the spectrum estimation of engine vibrations, seismic

signals or biological signals.

At the present timé, audio tone frequencies are used

for the signaling of digital information over standard

telephone lines l2}l " Receivers for these tone signals de-

tect a specific frequency and translate this into the digi-

tal information of a dialed "digit". It is possible that

Walsh functions will replace sinusoidal signals and in this

case a dígital receiver will have to be used" This receiver

would detect these different sequencies in the presence of

noise and. determine the correct digit. Differences in the

time base between the transmitted signals and the time base

of the receiver would reduce the output amplitude of the

receiver" The effect of a time base modification describes

this amplitude attenuation and. the possible leakage into

other sequency bands"

I.4 Purpose of the Thesis

Walsh spectra are already used in numerous engineering

applications but many of the properties are- not yet known"

It is intended in this thesis to examine two aspects of

Walsh spectra: the effect of a circular time shift and the

effect of a time base modification" The derivations are

restricted to one particular definit.ion of a !,Ialsh spectrum

which is sti11 considered as the best definition available.

The dependency of this type of Walsh spectra on a circu-

lar time shift is a well known, but undesirable, property"



The amplitude attenuation characteristic of individual tr{alsh

functions should be known so that estimates of possible

errors can be made.

In Fourier spectral analysis we have well known relation-

ships between the discrete Fourier power spectrum and sine-

cosine functions wiLh non-integer frequency. A similar pro-

blem with Vfalsh functions is the calculation of a Walsh

spectrum of a function defined on a different time base,

than the basis functions" An attenuation characteristic,

equivalenÈ to the (sinx),/x function, should be derived so that
the amplitude drop for a particular time base deviation, can

be estimated. As in the case of a circular time shift, the

slope in the amplitude drop for a smaI1 time base deviation

is also of interest"

1.5 Outline of Chapters

In Chapter 2 the theory of Walsh functions is presented

in summary form and some of the important properties are

stated" The various notations and orderings for tr{a1sh

functions are described and important Wa1sh function para-

meters are defined"

Chapter 3 reviews the properties of the finite, discrete

Fourier transform and defines a Fourier power and Fourier

amplitude spectrum. Various definitions of convolution and

correlation functions for finite, discrete sequences are des-

cribed and Lheir rel-ationship to Fourier spectra is stated.



Finally, the statistical problem of estimating spectra of

random processes with conventional Fourier spectra is re-

viewed. '
After these preliminary chapters, a definition of the

Walsh-Hadamard transform and the Vüalsh amplitude spectrum

is described in Chapter 4. Initially, some known properties

of Walsh amplitude spectra are stated and then theorems

for convolution in the sequency domaín are derived" For the

Rademacher functions, the amplitude attenuation characteri-

stic is derived, if the function is shifted circularly in

time. For Walsh functions in general, the position of a mini-

mum for this amplitude drop is calculated" Further in Chap-

ter 4 | a matrix representation ís developed to give a re-

lationshíp between a Walsh spectrum of a function and the

spectrum of the same function compressed or stretched" If

only sma1l deviations from a time base are of interest, the

slope in the resulting drop in spectral amplitude is derived.

Chapter 5 is a summary with suggestions for future work.



CI{ÀPTER 2

WALSTi FUNCTIONS

2"I Rademacher Functions

warsh functions can be derived in several v/ays. rn his
original paper,Walsh gave a recursive definition of the
walsh functions that orders them according to their number

of sign changes in the interval of orthogonality trl " A defi-
nition due to paley derives warsh functions as products of
Rademacher functions [29] " The piecewise continuous Rade-

macher functions are defined in the unit interval bv

rad(0rtl) = +1 0<þ.I
f +1 0'-\).I/2 (2 

" t)rad(1,tÞ) = {
\ -1 I/z=tP'1

Periodicity is introduced into this definition:
rad(1'ü) = rad(1,rf;+p.h), 1aV.I

h=tl ,!2,!3.." Q"2)

where p, the interval of periodicity, is equal to one and

h is an arbitrary i-nteger" ff variables are chanqed

Q = U+h (2.3)

and the identity

rad(1,O) = rad(1,rf) -æ¿e¿c'Õ (2.q)

is used, then the function i-s extended periodicalry.
The higher order Rademacher functions of index k are qenerated

by the recurrence equation

ract(krO) = rad(1rO.Zk-l) -c,ô¿e¿Þo (2.5)
k=Lr2r3...
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The continuous variable is normalized time, defíned as

e=E/T, E representing real time and T representing the time

base "

2 "2 Definition of walsh Functions

The set of piecewise continuous Wa1sh functions is a

completion of the orthonormal, but j-ncomplete, set of Rade-

macher functions" ït consists of the systematic enumeration

of all products of Rademacher functions t30l "

wa1", (0 ro) = I
m

walr (n, o) = Jl rad (k , o) 'k=1

- æ dg.¿ c>Õ (2 "6)

where the index k is determined by conversion of the binary

ind.ex n to Gray code" The binary d.igits "one" of this Gray

code number determine the Rad.emacher functions present"

Example:

2"3

walr(13'e) = rad(4nO) "rad(2,O) "rad(1nO)

13 in bínary is: 1101

13 in Gray code: 1011

Discrete Walsh Functions

The set of discrete Walsh and Rademacher functions is

obtaíned by sampling the corresponding piecewise continuous

functions at equidistant points" Fig" 2"1 shows the first I

Walsh functions and the first 4 Rademacher functions " The

dots represent the function values of the set of discrete

functions" To distinguish between the piecewise continuous



REPRESENTATION SAL-CAT

cal(0re)

sal(1rg). r¡ra1w(1,e)

WALSH

wa\,i(0,e)

cal (1rO) walv¡ (2,eJ

PAÏ,EY

waln (0,e)

waln ( 1, e)

waln (3 re)

sal ( 2 ,g)

cal ( 2 ,ê)

HADAMARD

waI¡ (0,e)

\rraIç (3 re) walo Q,O) wa16 (2 re) rad, (2 rO)

sal (3 ne)

L/2

v¡alw (4,O) waln (6,e) wal¡ (3 re)

cal (3 nO)

RADEMACHER

rad (0,O)

wal¡(4,e)

wal\^/(5re) \^Ialp(7re) wal¡(7'e)

sal(4,O)

Fig" 2"L

wal¡ (6 re)

walç(6,e) walp(5,e) wal¡ (5,e)

rad(1rO)

wale¡(7oe) walo(4re) wa16(1rg) rad(3'o)

H
H
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and the discrete functions, lower-case letters are used for
the piecewise continuous functions (e.g. rad,, wal, sal)rand

capital lett.ers for the discrete functions (e"g. Rad, Wal).

The various definitions of Walsh fuñctions lead to
different orderings of these functions. The ordering frequent-

1y used in technical applications is the Vüalsh or "sequency"

ordering, denoted by the subscript w [31],1,321 " paley or

"dyadic" ordering is indicated by the subscript p and Hada-

mard or "natural" ordering is indicated by the subscript, h"

Fig" 2 "L shows the indíces for these three types of ordering.
A further definition divides the Walsh functions into

the odd ones, with antisymmetric properties, calIed., sal(nre),
and. the even ones, with symmetric properties, called cal(nrO)"

These even and odd. functions are analogous to the sine and

cosine functions, respectively:

(2 "7)

This particular notation is not of any theoretical import.ance,

but the parameter n allows a useful generalization of the

concept of frequency" The notation wal*(nrO) is frequently

better suited for computation"

2"t+ Parameters of Walsh Functions

In general, a sine function is fully described by three

parameters s
\

A.sin(2rft+a),

cal (n, O)

saI(n,O)

wal* (2nro)

wa1, (2n-1re) 
"

D=0rL12"..

fi=Ir213.."

(2 .8)
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the amplitudê A, the frequency f (defined

of time or Hz) and the phase angle o. The

a V'lalsh function

as cycles per unit
general form of

A. saI [0T, ( E+Eo) /Tj (2.e)

uses the parameters of amplitudê A, non-normalized sequency

ó, delay te and time base T t6l "

Non-normalized sequency 0 is defined as one half the

average number of zero crossings per unit of time (measured

in zps). The advantage of this definition is, that it can

also be applied to functions whose zero crossings are not

equally spaced and which need not even be periodic" The para-

meter i=QT represents the normalized sequency (normalization

relative to the t,ime base T) n which is the index of a speci-

fic Walsh function" The normalized d.e1ay Oo=Lo/Î corresponds

to the phase angle a"The time base T is an additional para-

meter which has no counterpart in the sine-cosine functions"

Fig" 2"2 shows these 4 parameters in graphical form"

t Isec]

T=2 sec
0=1"5
f-=5

oT2
WALSH FUNCTION PARAMETERS

saI (3,O)

Fig. 2 "2
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If sine and cosine functions are written with "rìorma-

lized" frequency v=f.T and "normalized" time O=L/T,then

we obtain: (2.10)

A.sin(2nv"O) = A.sin[2r(f"T) " (E/T)] = A"sin(2'nfg) 
"

In this case, the add.itional parameÈer T does not appear in
the definitions and three parameters are sufficient to des-

cribe sine-cosine functions "

2.5 Properties of Walsh Functions

The prod.uct of two Walsh functions is given by

wal (krO) .wal(r,O) = wal (k@r,O) , (2.11)

where the symbol 0 denotes bit by bit modulo-two addition
(or exclusive OR operation). The property in (2.11) holds

ind.ependently of the ordering used.

Example: wat(6rO).waI(13rO) = wal(11re)

6 in binary is 0110
o

13 in binary is 1101

11 in binary is 1011

This is an important property of Walsh functions; namely,

that products yield only one other function, not two as in
the case of products of sines and cosines t331.

The system of l¡üalsh functions wal(i,e), i being an inte-
gêr, is orthogonal and complete in the interval 04O¿I" This

is the system required for a Walsh series expansion of
periodic functions. A generalization of the Fourier transform
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requires a system which is complete in the whole interval

-o€¿'O¿Ç,ã" This generalization is possible with the

system wal(u O), where U is a positive real number t3l "

If u is written as a binary number, then it is called

dyadic rational, íf it has a finite number of binary digits

to the ríght of the binary point" The functions sal(uro)

and cal(U,O) are periodic, Lf U is dyadic rational, other-

wise these functions are aperi-odic.



CIIAPTBR 3

FOURIER POWER SPECTRUM

3"1 The Discrete and Finite Fourier Transform

3.I.1 Definition of the DFT

rn scientific theory, functions are usually defined on

a variable taking values in a continuum. The continuum is
usually infinite and the variable is very often time. How-

ever, in practical data analysis we usuarly have discrete
data sets, frequently obtained by sampling of a continuous

function" rn addition, these data sets can only be finite in
extent I3+1 " There are cl-ose relationships between the finiteo
discrete Fourier transform (DFT), Fourier serj-es and Fouríer
integrals " The DFT can be used to approximate Fourier series
and Fourier integrals t35l , t36l and. the use of the fast
Fourier transform algorithm (FFT) makes the DFT extremely

useful with digital computers [37].
The DFT is defined by

" 
N-l

A(n)= it x(j) "*;"'r rr=0,L,2.. "N-l
j=0 * _^2ni/lüwN=ê (3 '1)

i=Fï"
and its inverse is defined by

N-1
x( j)= [e(n) "wftj , j=0 ,L02...N-1 (3"2)

n=0

where x(j) is a sequence of N, finite valued, complex numbers

and the A(n) are the complex spectral coefficients"
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If the X(j) are sampled values of a real time function, half
the spectral coefficients are redundant since the real part

of the coefficients A(n) is an even sequence and the iniagi-

nary part is an odd seguence. The definition in (3.1) also

forces the assumption that the sequence x(j) repeats itself
periodically on all integers outsid.e the rangie j=0rIr2..N-l_.

Variations of this definition are used; the constant

factor l/N is replaced by a factor 1/Uil in both expressions.

Also, sequences are sometimes defined in the range -ñ/2 to

N/z-I instead of the ranse 0 to N-1"

3"1.2 Properties of the DFT

In analogy to the continuous Fourier tranform, the double

arrow symbol is used to indicate a discrete Fourier trans-
form pair:

F
x(j)**A(n) . (3"3)

All the well-known properties of the continuous Fourier trans-
form are also valid for the DFT, the most important ones

being linearity, the shift. theorem and Parseval's theorem t:+1

3"2 Convolution and Correlation

Various definitions of convolution and. correl-ation of

finite sequences are possible " Circular convolution is de-

fined by
', Hilz(j)= ñL xr (r) .x, (j-r)
r=0

or ,N-1
z(j)= 

^iL 
*r( j-r) .x2ft) "^'r=0

(3"+¡j=0rL,2"".N-I

( 3.5)
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For this definition the usual theorem holds; namely, that

multiplication in one domain corresponds to convolution in

the other domain:
F'z())d-L@er(n).ar(n) " (3"6)

It is important that convolutj-on as defined in (3.4) is a

cyclic and commutative operationo which is consistent with

the periodic extension of the DFT"

Circular correlation is defined by

1LlRl(j)=iL_xr(r+i¡.x2G) j=0,1"""N-1 (3.7)
[\rdr=0

and
, N-1
IF(j)= ñL *r(r) "xz(r+3¡ (3.8)
r=0

The correlation (or lagged product) defined in (3,7) is

also a cyclic operation, but it, is not commutat.ive ¡

EîRI(j)€-:-ÞAt(n) "42(-n) (3.9)
ErR2(j)@å.Ar(-n).A2(n) " (3"10)

OnIy if the two sequences x1(r) and X2(r) are real and even,

are the sequences z(j), Rl(j) and R2(j) equal t3+¡ "

In spectral analysis it is oft,en necessary to calculate

a linear correlation defined by

,N-1-lil
L(j,= iL xr(r+j).x2(r). j=0,+1,t2".. (3"11)

r=0

This type of correlation can also be interpreted as a

2N-point circular correlatíon, where the N-point sequences

x1(r) and X2(r) are extended by N zeros [38].

R2
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ïn walsh function spectral analysis rogicar or dyadic

convolution is defined by

' N-l
D(j)=":f x1 (roj).x2(r). j=0,1.".N-1 (3.12)- N¿..r ¿

r=0

The symbor o denotes bit. by bit moduro 2 addition or exclu-
sive oR operation. There is no need to distinguish between

dyadic correlation and dyadic convolution since addition and

subtraction modulo 2.are identical operations t3l.
rn engineering applications, the usuar definition of a

correlation function requires an infinite intervat, while
the dyadic correlation function requires only a finite inter-
val. Fig" 3"1 gives an example of Lhe various convolutions
and correlations. rn this case, x1(r)=x2(r) was chosen as a
ramp function and, therefore, autoconvolution and autocorre-
latíon functions are obtained..

3.3 Fourier Power Spectrum

3"3"1 Definition

For a deterministic, real sequence X(j) the discrete
Fourier power spectrum is defined by

Ê (ttl = ¡a t"l | 
2. Ð=0, I,2.. "N-1 (3 .13)

The A(n) are the complex coefficients of the DFT as defined

in (3.1). The average poh/er or mean square value of the se-

quence X(j) is, thereforer

-N-t N-1 N-l
iLl*(j)12 =[Êr"l=tlo1.,)12 (3.14)
j=0 n=0 n=0
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This definítion produces a Fourier line spectrum and is
measured in unj-ts of vo1t2 (or watt if the voltage is
applied across a l-ohm resistor) " From the shift theorem, it
follows that the Fourier power spectrum is invariant to a

circular shift. of the sequence X(j) t391.

If the record length T (or the number of sample points

N) of a deterministic, sampled function tends to infinity,
the Fourier "power density spectrum" is defined by

P(n) =limrlatn)12 =1imÅ"NlA(n)12 , (3.15)
T+oo N+ 6>o

and
N.Á = T , (3"16)

where .Á is set to 1 with the dimension of time " The po\^/er

density spectrum (or simply the spectrum) is measured in
units of vo1t2.sec (or watt.sec) "

3.3.2 The Spectrum of a Stochastic Process

In many applications the Fourier power density spectrum

of a stochastic process has to be estimated from a finite
length record. For a meaningful spectral decomposition only

stationary (and ergodic) processes are considered"

The "sample power density spectrum" or "periodogram"

is defined by
r (n) - Á "Nlatn) 12 (3.17)

For a deterministic signal one can write the relation

P(n) = lim I(n) , (3"18)
$+ eo

and in this case, the sample spectrum converges smoothly t.o
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P(n) as N tends to infinity. If the fíniLe sequence X(j)
represents a particular realization of a stochastic pro-

cess, then I(n) does not converge to P(n) as N increases to

infinity 
"

A different approach is necessary for stochastic pro-

cesses. The sample autocovari-ance function is defined by

jN_1_ljl
c(j)= :l- tx(r)-*1 . tx(r+j)-il , j=0,+r,!2"". (3"19)

r\r ¡-¡

r:0
where

., N-l
x _ jr_x(r)" (3.20)

NJ ¿-¡
r=0

A mean value or d-c component would cause large peaks at

zero frequency and a spectral smoothing function wouldo

therefore, introduce errors at all other frequencies. If
the sequence X(j) has zero mean, the sample autocorrelation

funcLion can be used [38] , t39l .

For this definition the relation holds, that the sample

po\,ver density spectrum is the DFT of the sample autoco-

variance function

( 3 .2r)

In this definition the sample sequence X(j) is not perio-

dically extendedbut extension with zeros is assumed t40l "

In the limit the foJ-lowing relation is obtained:

F.P(n)= Lltj).w-nl , (3"22)
N

j=-oo
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rnrhere f.(j) is the sampled autocovariance function of the

stochastic process" The sample autocovariance function is

related to the autocovariance function by

l¡lI(j)= limE{c(j)} = tirn I(j)"tl-+1. l¡l=r.r (3.23)
$[+ æ N+êa I\

The estimate of the sample autocovariance functíon j-n (3"23)

represents only one of the possible definitions. Other

estimators have been proposed and have their respective

advantages and disadvantages t41l "

3"3"3 Spectral Windows

fn (3 "23) the estimate of the autocovariance function

is expressed as the product of the true autocovariance

function with a function w(j) called "Iag window"

ljl é N

(3.24)

lil > N

Multiplication in the time domain (or lag domain) corres-

ponds to convolution in the frequency domain and, therefore,

we have

ljl
N

I (n) = P (n) *W (n)

w(n) = N.Isir,(nnx)l 
2 

t
L lTnN J

(3.2s)

(3.26)
and

where W(n) is the "spectral window" function, the DFT of

the Iag window"
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To estimate the power spectrum P (n) of a stochastic

process by a finite sequence, therefore, means that the

true po\^rer spectrum P (n) is smoothed by a spectral window

function t3a1 " To reduce variability in a power spectrum

estimate, íL is a cornmon procedure to subdivide the time

series X(j) ínto L subseries of length M" For convenienceo

this subdivision is usually done so that N=MxL If the

periodograms t { ø) 1n) of these subseríes are then computed

and the mean value is calculated by

I lnl =

This

(3 "27)

(3.28)|'1w(j) = f
I
t0

and a spectral window

spectral estimate"

to a lag window

ljl ¿r{.

ljl > M r

W (n) = [{[. (3 "2el

Fig. 3"2 shows this particular spectral window ( or Bartlett

spectral window) and the corresponding lag function. Avera-

ging of the spectral estimates to reduce variance causes,

therefore, a wider spectral window and a decrease in spec-

tral resolution.

L
15- r (e) 

1,r¡
Lr+

0=1

then I (n) is called a smoothed

smoothing procedure corresponds

ljl
M

't2
sin (tnM) 

I

""M 
I
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-2 -1

Fig" 3.2 BASIC WINDOW FUNCTION

In general, the relation between bandwidth and variance

(or statistical stability) can be expressed by

Bandwidth x Variance = Constant (3"30)

In estimating a Fourier power spectrum of a random process,

a compromise is necessary between the two quantities in
equation (3.30) t421,1431. Various other windows are used

in signal analysis like the Hanning window and Hamming

wíndow shown in Fiq" 3.3.

3,4 Quadratic and Linear lr{odification of Fourier

Power Spectra

In general, to smooth a periodogram is equivalent to
taking a weighted sum of adjacent. values t441. A discrete
spectral smoothing function is, therefore, any set of non-

negative weights, such that,
K

Lw(j)=lj=-K
( 3 .31)
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There are two possibilit,ies for smoothing a periodogram:

1" Línear Modification

Finite Sequence

x (r)

Finite Sequen

x (r)

2" Quadratic Modification

ultiply by
w" (r)

Calculate
l"l2*lal2

Calculate
l.l2*l¡12

Convolve with
wn (n)

DFT

-----+Þ

DFT___Þ"

variations of these procedures are possible and autocorre-
lation functions are sometimes calculated, multiplied by
a 1ag window and then transformed to the frequency domain.

rn the case of stationary Gaussian noise with zero
mean it has been shown that quadratíc modification has the
smaller variance, but Linear modification is more usefur to
prevent leakage caused by spectral windows t45l "
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CHAPTBR 4

WALSI] POWER SPECTRUM

The discrete Walsh transform and the properties of it
will be described at the beginning of this chapter" Arith-
meLic and. dyadic convolution in the seguency domain are then

derived. The results are found to be i_dentical to these

convolutions in the time domain, within a constant multi-
plier N. Particular definitions of a Walsh po\^/er spectrum

and a walsh amplitude spectrum are given. An attempt is then

made to justify the choice of these definitions from a philo-
sophi-caI point of view. Formulae are derived to express the

magnitude and position of a minimum in the amplitude atten-

uation characteristic by the sequency of a Walsh function,
which is subjected to a circular time shift. Finally, the

amplitude attenuation characteristic for compressed or

stretched Walsh functions is derived and a matrix "compression"

operator, similar to the shift operator, is introduced.

4 "1 Discrete Walsh-Fladamard. Transform

4"1"1 Defínition

The discrete Walsh-Hadamard transform (DI,VT) is defined

analogous to the finite, discrete Fourier transform by

, N-I
A(k) = :f x(j).war(t , j) *

N¿""'
j=o

and the inverse by
N-1

x(j) = )-a(k).war(j,k) ,

Ëo
* The index j is used as a short form for the

(4"1)

(4.2)

variable Oi,
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hrhere X( j) is an N-length real sequence and the A(k) repre-

sent the real sequency decomposition of X(j) " Any ordering

of the discrete Wa1sh functions Wal(jrk) can be used but'

sequency ordering is preferred in engineering applications.

From the symmetry property of the Walsh functions,

Vtal(k, j) = Wa1(j,k), (4"3)

it, follows that the inverse Walsh transform is identical to

the forward transform, within a constant multiplier N" The

Walsh-Hadamard transform can be written in matrix form as

AN = *t*(n)1.x*
(4.4)

(4.5)

where n=Iog2Nn XN and A* are vectors and Hç(n) is a matrix'

the subscrípt w denoting sequency ordering" The matrix H(n)

is a reaI, symmetric and orthogonal matrix with entries of

+1 and -l-, independently of the ordering used [46], t47l "

Examples of H(n) for a sequence of length N=B ares

and the inverse

Hr"(3)=

xN = [H\¡¡ (n) ] .Alt Í

'l
-11

it
-'l
rl

il
6)('{.

111
r11
I 1-1
I 1-1
I-1-1
1-r-1
1-1 I
1-1 I

11II
1-1-1-1
1-1-1 1

1 1 1-1
1 1-r-l
1-1 I I
1-1 1-l
r 1-1 I

,H6(3)=

r111
1-1 1-1
I 1-1-1
1-1-1 1

1111
1-1 1-1
I 1-1-r
r-1-1 I

111
1-1 I
I 1-1
1-r-1

-1 -r -1
-1 1-1
-r-1 I
-tr1

I
-1
t

-1
1

-1
I

-1
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The matrix H¡ (n) in Hadamard ordering is defined by the

recursive definition

tHh(o)l

lHh (k+1) I = (4.7)

4.1.2 Properties of the DI{T

There are many similarities between the finite, dis-
crete Fourier transform and the DWT but also a considerable
number of differences. Transform pairs are indicated in
the form 

x1i¡*-w*.A(k), y(j¡*-!l-*s1¡¡ (4.8)

rf convolution in the time domain is considered and the two

sequences x(j) and Y(j) are of length N, then the relation
is obtained

c(j) = x(j)*v(j)

t

[rHi, 
tr.r r i r"n (k) r 

I

L;;J;;; i_;;;,;;;l

N]- 1
lfl

= ;l , X (r) .v (j-r)
r=0

[.,*-r
.B(.0) ljÏ-wal(k,r)INH

L r=o

and
ìJ-l N-I

c(j) =t f atr.l
k=0 f,=0

(4"e)

a

I

"I^ial (1,, j-r)1. (4 "10)
J

Because of the complex shifting reration for the Intalsh

functions the expression in (4.10) cannot be further simpli-
fied" The product of the spectral coefficients A(k) "B(1,) is
now multiplied by a weighting constant, which is obtained
from the convolution of the Walsh functions; these weighting
constants need be calculated only once
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The result in (4,10) is wel-l known, but the equivalent

relationship in the sequency domain has not been stated

explicitly in the literature" Convol-ution in the sequency

domain can be expressed by

M(k) =A(k)*.B(kl =Fo(s).B(k-s) (4"11)
l-¡
s=0

(j

r
I

I

)l
t

which is the sequency equivalent of equation (4"10).

For the dyad.ic convolution defined by

'' N-1
D( j) = x( j)ev1i¡ = ñf x(r) .v( jor) (4.13)

r=0

the symbol @ is used. Using this definition it can be

shown that
x(j)@y( j¡*-E--*a(k) "B(k) " (4"14)

That is, dyadic convolution in the time domain corresponds

to multiplication in the sequency domain [48] , I4O1 "

N-1[, N-I
= l- | lT- x( j) .vüal

{d I Nlsrd

==oL j=0

,N-l N-lrrr r
= ñt kx(j)"v(n'

j=o.c=o

l[ n-r I
,=, 

I l* f v (.e,) .wat ( ø,r<-s)l

lL u=o l
N-I I

Itwal ( j,s) .wa1 (.Q,,k-sll, t+ " rzl*î=o 
J
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A sequency equivalent of dyadic convolution ís again

derived here

N-1
s(k) =A(k)@B(k) =tA(r).B(kor) (4.1s)

r=0

N-l ,N-1
-r 

!i-ì

= ) A(r) :) Y(j).Wal(kor,j¡
¿@¿ tlr*¡
r=0 j=0

-N-1 N-l
= -if y( j) $- a(r) .wal(k, j) .war(r, j)

Nrd td
j=0 r=0

, N-1
=:5- Y(j).x(j)"wal (k,j) (4.16)*ffi

and, therefore, the relation

x(j) .Y(j), w*A(k)sB(k) (4"17)

holds.

4.2 Walsh Power Spectrum

4.2 " I Definítion

In analogy to the Fourier power spectrum, it, is possible

to define the Walsh (or sequency) power spectrum (WpS) by

p (i) = A2 ( 2i-1) +A2 eÐ i=r, z. . (N/2) -L
( 4 .18)

P (O) = e2 (O) , P (N/2) = e2 (N-1) ,

where t.he A(k) represenL the sequency coefficients of (4.I)

and i is the normalized sequency as defined in (2.9). The

N-1 values of the sequency coefficients give, therefore,
(N/2) +1 I,Valsh power spectrum coefficients, P(i) . The values

of P(0) and P(N/2) are identical to the corresponding values
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of the Fourier power spectrum"

4 "2.2 Properties of the WPS

A physical interpretation as "power" spectrum is
possible for this definition of a wps; and parsevalrs theo-

rem is valid [46]:
,N-1 N-l
*f tx(j)12 = tro(k)12" (4.re)
j=0 k=0

Using the dyadic convolution, it has been shown by

J.E. Gibbs t5l that an analogue to the wiener-Khinchin theo-

rem exists

D(j)*w*tA(k)12. (4.20)

That is, the WPS of a sequence X(j) is the finite Walsh

transform of the dyad.ic autocorrelation function"

4 .2 "3 Spectral Amplitude

In Fourier spectral analysís, the coefficient C (n)

(defined by c(n)=latnl ll is interpreted as frequency ampli-

tude spectrum" In analogy, it is possible to define a "Walsh

Amplitude Spectrum" by

c(i) = m i=r,z.."(N/z)-L
c(o) = A(o), c(N/2) = A(N-l), 

t4"2L)

and a corresponding "Walsh Phase Spectrum" by

O(i) = ran-l A(2i-1)
A(2i) ,

þ(N/z) = 0(0) =Q

(4 "22)
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For the sine-cosine functions the rel_ation

a.sinx + b.cosx = - -l. cos lx-tan - (a/b) ] (4 "23)
holds. This theorem is not true for the
an interpretation of the values for C (i)
to (4"23) is, therefore, not possible.

Idalsh functions and

and ô(j_l according

4"2.4 Application of Walsh power Spectra

Mainly because of the computational advantages of the
fast lvalsh transform, the wps has been used for many differ-
ent types of signals. rt is possible to distinguish two
broad categories for the use of a WpS.

rn the first category, the Fourier po\^'er spectrum is
actually desired and the hlps is used onry as an approxi-
mation to this spectrum. fn this case, sinusoidal functions
are presumedly the natural description of the physi_cal system
and walsh functions only approxi-mate sinusoidal ones. The
Fourier pov¡er spectrum is usually found superior, ê.g. spec-
trar peaks are more distinct then in the wps. sometimes
sinusoids are not i-nherent to the system to be exami-ned, but
they are inherent to amplifiers, recording devices, etc.,
which are frequency and not sequency bandlimited i501. This
frequency band limiting causes distortion in the sequency

spectrum and conclusions as to which spectrum is superior
should be considered with caution.

ïn the second category, the WpS is used because Ít well
represents the physical system to be examined. For example,
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a square wave function can be exactly represented by a finite
number of Walsh functions. Fig" 4"1 shows a typical Walsh

amplitude spectrum of a rectangular pulse traj-n (squaring of
these amplitude values would give the vtpS) " This is quite

different from the Fourier power spectrum, where the series

expansion would be infinite. The wPS seems, therefore, to be

well suited for pulse-like functions, or quantized signals.
Fig" 4 "2 shows the Walsh amplitude spectrum of a raised co-

sine window with strong sequency "harmonics". This is not

the case for the Fourier amplitude spectrum of this function
( also named Hanning window) as shown in Fig. 3.3" Optimal

windows for the IVPS are, therefore, more likely represented

by square blocks t51l "

4 "2 " 5 Philosophy of Time

Wa1sh spectral analysis has a close relationship to the

concept of dyadic time. our usual concept of time corresponds

to that of the real numbers such that ad.d.ition brings us to
a different point and correspondingly to a later point in
time" Dyadic time is related to the addition modulo two and

the distinction between past and future is not meaningful in
this case"

The concept of dyadic time has no physical interpre-
tation as yet and certainly contradicts our intuitive ex-

perience. It is for this reason that atLempts were made to
find a relationship between the circular autocorrelation

function and the WPS, even if the dyadic autocorrelation
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seemed mathematically justif ied for the I^IPS " This attempt,

requires a new definition of a power spectrum, with other

disadvantages as a conseguence. Another approach is to use

the WPS as defined in (4"19) and to express the relation-

ship to the circular autocorrelation function by a matrix

operation. Nevertheless, a circular definition of time is

required even for the conventional autocorrelation function"

Aristoteles argues that only circular mot.ion can be eternal

and circular sequences seem adapted to this philosophy t52l "

The only mathematical difference between dyadic time and

time as used in circular seqì-lences is , theref ore, that we

have addition with a different modulus,

However, there are differences in the intuitive appeal"

It seems, that the concept of circular time is more appealing

if we imagine a very large number as modulus " A bit, by bít

modulo two addition of time, even if mathematically justi-

f ied as a specific choice o'f a modulus, is not compatible

with our human experience of time.
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4"3 Círcular Time Shift

4"3.1 Time Shift. and Correlation Functions

The Vüalsh power spectrum as defined in (4"18) and the

Walsh amplitude spectrum as defined in (4.2I) are not inva-
riant to a circular shift in time of the seguence X(j)" To

examine the behaviour of time shifted functions we have to
investigate the characteristics of the individual Walsh

functions" A time shifted, discrete Walsh function can be de-

composed into íts sequency component,s

N-1
wal (j ,oros) = [ n¡r ( too) "wal (k,o) ,

k=0
Oo=0rLr2"..N-I

and the inverse transform can be written

(4"24)

(4"2s)
., N-1

Rjk(too) = ñf vral(j,oreo).wal (k,e).
g=0

The coefficients R3¡(Oo)are, therefore, the discrete values

of the Walsh correlation functions, wíth the positive sign

for Oe indicating a shift to the left and the negative sign

a shift to the right t53l "

If the DWT of a t{alsh funcLion is calculated, a síngle

spectral line is obtained" If this tr{a1sh function is time

shifted, other spectral lines appear" Since Parsevalrs theo-

rem holds, the original spectral line decreases in amplitude.

To obtain a measure of this amplitude change, the discrete

autocorrelation function is needed.
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The discrete autocorrelation function can be written

r N-1
nOO(oo) =:$-waf (l(,e+eo) .wal (k,e) (q"26)

I\,J

o=o oo=o ,r,2' ' 'N-1
The crosscorrelation function between the Sal and Cal

functions with the same sequency can be written as

r**Rk,k+l (eo) = ñL wal (k,e+eo) "waI (k+1,e) ( 4 "27)
O:0

k=lr3r5"""N-3

The d-c component and the component with the highest sequen-

cy are invariant to a discrete circul-ar shift and (4.27 ) is,
therefore, only written for k:I,3r5. ".N-3. Fig. 4"3 shows

a typical example of the amplitude spectrum of a time shifted
function, with the original spectrum shown in Fig. 4"1"

4"3.2 Spectral Amplitude of Time Shifted Functions

The time shift properties of the Walsh amplitud.e spectrum

depend on the Walsh correlation functions " Some properties

of these correlation functions have been investigated and

the results are used here to derive new theorems about the

Lime shift properties of Walsh amplitude spectra.

The following theorems have been derived for the piece-

wise continuous Walsh functions [3] , [54]:

Theorem A:

The Walsh correlation functions are continuous functions
(Eq. (4"25) represents the discrete set of these functions).
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Theorem B:

walsh functions have a constant ampritude in the intervals
I¡2k+t,for sequencies in the range 2k-I 4 i - 2k, k=l ,2,3..

Theorem C:

walsh correlation functions have no extrema in these inter-
val-s and their graph is represented by a line segment.

Theorem D:

The autocorrelation coefficient R¡¡ (Os) =1 for eo=6.

Theorem E:

Because of the orthogonality of the saI and cal functions
sal(j,e) "cal(j,o)=0 for all j=I,2,3...

using these theorems, the following add.itional properties
of Wa1sh amplitude spectra can be derived:

Theorem 1:

The spectral amplitude of walsh functions with seguency

i=Ir214...2k, where k=log2N , remains unchanged for shifts
in multiples of r/4í. These functions are the subset of the

Rademacher functions"

Proof:

From the definition and graphical representation of the Walsh func-

tions, it follows that sal(1,O) is shifted into cal(1,O) by

a shift of Qo=I/4. Using the equation in [3]:

sal(2k,Q.2-k) = sal(1,O) k=0, L,2,3... (4.28)
and substítuting (t+.28) into

sal(1rO) = cal-(I,e-L/4) (t+ "29)
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results in

sal(2k,o.2-k) = cal(t,o.r-r-2-k7u) (4.30)

and we obtain

sal (i 'o) = cal (i 'e-1l4i) " ( 4 " 31)

Using Theorem E and (4"31) it foll-ows that the spectral

amplitudes C (i) as defined in (4 "2I) remain unchanged for
shifts in multiples of 1/4i. Fig. 4.4 shows a portion of the

walsh correration functions and Fig. 4"5 shows the spectral
amplitude values of sal(1,O) as a function of the timeshift 06.

Theorem 2:

The spectral amplitude of Walsh functions with sequency

i=1r2,4." "2kn where k=log2N , has a minimum for a shift of
êo=I/8i and other minima in intervals ot Oo:7¡4i" The

minimum has the value õ (:-,06) =c (í) /{1, if c (i) represents

the amplitude of the unshifted tr{alsh function.

Proof:

Theorems D and E determine 2 points of the Walsh correlation
functions for Oo=0. Theorem I determines 2 points for a

shift. of 1/4í" Using Theorem C we find that straight line
segments connect these 4 points (shown in Fig" 4.4)" The

resulting parabolic functions have their minima at intervals
of 7/4i with an amplitude value of f/r{1"

Theorem 3:

The Wa1sh autocorrelation functions have their first zeto

value for time shifts Ao=I/4í.
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Proof:

This is a simple extension of a fairly complex proof in [55],
where the absolute value of the slope at the ori-gin of an

autocorrelation function is derived as +í/T and T is set to l"

Theorem 4:

The spectral amplitude C (i) of a Walsh function has a relative
minimum for a shift of

6IflIfI =-o
ka

x2^+l<2" '
(4"32)

(4.34)

(4.3s)

where k. and. k" are the absolute values of the slopes of the

autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions respect.ively"

The attenuated amplitud.e at this point can be expressed by

(4"33)

These two equations are valid for a time shift in the inter-
val defined by

c(i,eäit) = c(r).-#= "

!:.1+r.!

0 s oo a r/2k+r n

for sequencies in the range

zk-r < i - 2k " k=1 ,2e3,".

Proof:

From Theorem 3 and Theorems D and E r wê obtain the general

graphic representation of Walsh correlation functions for
the j-nterval as defined in (4.¡l+) and (4"35), Fig" 4"6 shows

the relevant. variables and constants.
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If we use the symbol all (e6) for the continuous autocorre-

lation function and the symbol cii (eo) for the continuous

crosscorrelation function, then we can write the straight
line equations by

all(os) = I - ka"oo (4"36)

and

c11(oe) = kc"oo ' (4.37)

valid for Oe as defined in (4"34) and (4.35) 
"

Now we use the definition of the Walsh amplitude spectrum

(4 "2L) and obtain

c(i,eo) =c(i)@"
Substituting (4"36) and (4.37) results in

(4 "38)

To

to

the

.re
c (i,eo) = c (i) " V(l-ka.eo)'+kõ.eã (4.39)

obtain the minimum eflin (4.39) is differentiated. and set

zero. substituting the value for esin into (4.39) gives

result in (4"33) 
"

4.3 .3 Comment

Both, the slope k, and k. are functions of the sequency

i, but only for k.=l¡i does there exist a simple relationship"

Unfortunat.elyr ër simple general expression as a function

of the sequency i has not been found for k". Some general

rules for calculating the discrete l{a1sh correlation functions

were derived in I55l and also in a paper by C, Yuen t561.

However, the rules given are not well suited to computer

calculation and numeric calcul-ation is usuallv sufficient,.
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The following table lists some values of k. and k. as

a function of the sequency i"

Table 4.1

For the special case of the Rademacher functions r k.=k"

as shown in Theorem 2

The position and magnitude of the relative minimum as

derived here is only valid in the interval as defined in
(4"34) and (4"35) " There are other relative minima for

shifts over the whole range 0 = Oo =1, but the derivation
of a general formula for their calculation is exceedingly

difficult "

l_ I 2 3 4 5 o 7 I
ka llT I L2 16 20 24 28 32

kc 4 B 4 16 4 B 4 32
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4"4 Walsh Amplitude Spectrum of Functions with a

Modified Time Base

4"4.1 Walsh Functions with a Modified Time Base

The general form of a Walsh function as defined in (2 "9)

contains 4 parameters, where the ad.ditional parameter T

represents the tirne base. Now a change in the time base T is

considered and the resulting effect on Walsh functions is

examined" Fig. 4.7 shows as an example how the function

sal(3,O) is changed, if the time base T is modified into 3T/4

and T/2" For simplicity, the time delay to is assumed to be

ze:ro in all further calculations. The dots represent the func-

tion values of the corresponding set of discrete Walsh

functions, if the sampling intervals are held constant, and

are not affected by the time base change.

If Fig" 4"7 is examined, it can be observed that a time

base compression by a factor I/2 shifts the function sal(3,o)

into the function sal(6,e). This is analogous to the sine-

cosine functions in the frequency domain, where a change in

the time base T by a factor 1,/2 would change the frequency

by a factor of 2"

This relation is easy to prove for the Rademacher

funct.ions, which are a subset of the trnlalsh functions, and

follows essentially from the definitions. The piecewise

continuous Rademacher functions are defined by (2"I) to (2.5)

and from these equations follow [3]:
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rad(1,O) = sal(1,O) (4"40)

and

sal(1r2k.g) = sa1(2k,Q'). k=0r!L,!2... (4"4I)

The corresponding relation for the cal functions is obtained

by'a simple cyclical shift
ca1(1,2k.e) = cal( 2k,o) " k:0 ,lI,+2... (4.42)

The desired result is obtained using (4.41) and (q.qZ)

sal (i,O) = sal( Eí,e/E) E=2k
(4"43)

cal (i,O) = cal ( Eí,e/E) , k=0, +l-0+2 " " .

where i is the normalized sequency (or simply called sequency)

and E is a "compression" or "stretch" factor"
For the special case E=I/2 it is evid.ent that the Rade-

macher functions are transformed i-nto Rademacher functions
with twice the sequency" Since one of the definitions of Walsh

functions specifíes them directry as products of severar

Rademacher functions, the property in (4.43) holds for the

complete set of Vüa1sh functions.

4"4"2 Vüa1sh Amplitude Spectrum of }{odified tr{alsh punctions

If the DFT of a sequence X(en) is calculated, errors are

introduced into the spectral representation because only a

finite time interval is observed. rf T is the length of this
intervar, then 1/T determines the spacing between frequencies

fi which can be determined without error (e"g" having a single
spectral line). rf we observe a sine-cosine wave with a fre-
quency which is not one of the frequencies f5 in our basis,
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then we have "leakage" to all other spect.ral coefficients"
These leakage contributions decay with L/lf.-f.jl and can be

reduced by suitable data windows or by a linear modification
of the Fourier spectrum, fn the case of the DFT, this

"attenuation characteristic" is represented by the (sinx) /x
function for a rectangular time window.

To find an equivalent to this attenuation characteristic,

we introduce a time base modification of Walsh functions"

As a result of the ad.ditional parameter T, which is available

for Wa1sh functions, we have a choice of a "sequency modi-

fication" or a time base modification" In the case of sinu-

soidal functions, there is no essential difference between

these two interpretations, but since sequency modification

is discontinuous, only time base modification is considered"

Interpretat,ions as frequency modulation corresponding to

time base modulation and code modulation corresponding to

sequency modulation are also possible " The following deri-

vations could, therefore, be interpreted as the sequency

amplitude spectrum of a time base modulated Vtra1sh function"

To obtain the spectral decomposition of a real sequence

¡ (eJ ) we can write

A(k) = *,Ft*(ei) .warw(k,ei),ttso r

where the e3 represent a normalized

tion X(ei) has to be interpreted as

with the interval of periodicity 0 I

k=0rL12"""N-l (4"44)

time sequence.

periodically

ei ¿ 1.

The func-

extended
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Two modifications are now possible to obtain different

spectral coefficients, but for a certain choice of para-

meters, these two interpretations are equivalent. ff the

original sequence x(ei) is modified and the time base T

remains unchanged, then the sequency decomposition of this

ne\^/ function can be written

]Fl fF

A'(k) = ;Lx(:"ej).walts(k'03) ' k=0,r,2- "N-1 (4.45)
!\@ rF,

j=o

where T is the original time base of the Wa1sh functions and

T ¡ j-s the new interval of periodicity for the discret,e
Tfunction X(: O+) " If we use the compression factor E , r¡/e
TI J

can also write

L/E = T/T't (4.46)

and
rF m !. +.x(j.ei) = x(ei/E) = x(i.:l) = x(:l) = x(ej), (4"42)
Tr J J TrT Tl

where \/r '-e j Fig. 4 . I illustrates this interpretaLion,

that only the original sequence x(Oi) is mod.ified by a
J

factor T/T' and the time base of the Walsh functions re-

mains unchanged"

In the second interpretation, the sequence X(ei) remains

unchanged and the time base of the Walsh functions, used

for series expansion, is modified as follows:

A" (k, = *Hx(ej).walr,o,T,,oj). k=0, L,2..N-r (4"4s)
*fl=o
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Fig" 4.9 illustrates this interpretation and using the

relation e: = Lr/f" we haveI l.
rF ltx(o.) = x(: ej)" (4"4e)

and

15* r,,
A" (k) - -\ 'x(i e:!).wal,.,(k,el). k=0,L,2" "N-1 (4.50)

Nlr T
j=o

Since O.. and Olj assume the same values we can compare (4.45)]J
with (4.50) and derive the condj-tion for the coefficients
A'(k) and A" (k) to be equal for all k as

T' .T" =T2 " (4.51)

For the specific choice of time bases, given by (4.5I), the

two interpretations of a time base modification are equivalent.
The compression factor can be i¡!¡^rlrrnarl l.rrz

rtalr{r,T..ei) = wal*(k,H oi), (4.52)
" Ttil Tr:T

and using (4"51)

waI,^,(k,Iiftte.)
'' TIIT J

= W"lw (k, e, /E) "
(4.s3)

In (4.43) the compression factor I takes on only integer

values in the form E=2k, k being an integer, but in (4"47)

and (4"53) E can be any number in the form

E= n,/N r rr=0,I,2... (4.54)

where N is the number of discrete, sampled data points.
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Fig. 4.10 shows a typical Walsh amplitude spectrum

of the compressed function sal(2,e) " The funcLion is com-

pressed by a factor 3I/32 and instead of a single spectral
line there are now amplitude values at other sequencies.

Fig" 4.11 shows the spectral decomposition of sal(lrO)
for a compression factor f ranging from 1 to L/2. As expec-

ted, the function sal(1rO) is transformed inLo the function
sal(2rA) " However, in between these two compression factors
the rather erratic shape of the spectral amplitude attenu-
ation function is evidentr âs shown in Fig" 4.I2. In

Fig" 4"13 and. 4"14 the spectral decomposiLion of sal(2,O)

is shown" The compression factor f ranges again from I to
I/2 and the function sal(2rO) is transformed into sal(4,g).

Fig" 4.10 WALSH SPECTRUM

COMPRESSBD BY

oF sAL(2,O)

3r/32
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If a sine \,{ave with a frequency of 2 ltz is compressed

by a factor I/2 or 2/3 we obtain another sine wave with a

frequency of 4 Hz and 3 Hz respectively and (4"55) hotds

for all values of Ez

sin[2rf(t/E)1 = sin[2r(f/E)t]" (4"55)

For Walsh functions this si-mple relation holds only for
compression factors of the form E=zk but not for any value

of E in general"

If we consider sal(2,O) as an example which is a Rade-

macher function, it is obvious that we cannot obtaín

sal(3ro') by any compression" The intervals between zero

crossings of sal(3rO') are noÈ evenly spaced, compared to
the intervals of sat(2,O) "
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4.4 " 3 Matrix Compression Operator

A matrix operator is introduced to examine how the I{alsh

amplítude spectrum of compressed,, discrete functions is
affected. The operation of this matrix is equivalent to a

change in the sampling rate in discrete steps. This would

occur if a function is already digitized and only the

discrete, sampled function values are availa.ble in numeric

form" The matrix operator is defined as follows:

10000"""..00
01000"""..00

00..100.".00
00..001". "00

gl1¡¡ =

10000" ". " "0001000.".""00
00100"".."00

00000"".""10
10000.".".00

10000"""."00
00100"""""00

0000...."00
1000"""."00
0100"."""00

0000"."""10
0000.""""01

(4"s6)

g0 1¡¡ =

c2 1n¡ =
00000.....10
ioooo.::."õo
00100...."00

00000...."10
10000. " " " " 00
01000"."".00 00000.".."10

where the superscrípt represents the number of omitted data

points " In general b/e use the symbol

tcr(n)l (4"s7)

for the compression matrix, where n=Iog2N and the superscript

9, (the number of omitted data points) ranges from 0 to ñ/2"

The compression matrix c2 (n) is an NxN matrix and is singular

for all N=2n n=1, 2. " "
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compressed form by
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we can express the

.XN = tC[(n) ].XN (4"58)

The Walsh-Hadamard transform of the compressed. sequence can

be written
(4"se)

and using (4,58)
(4"60)

,Au = *tn*(n)l.cxu

cAN = *t*(n)I. tcø(n)I "x¡l

The ínverse Walsh-Hadamard transform is defined by (4.5)

and, therefore, the transforms of the compressed and the

original sequence are related by a similarity transformation

cAN = *t"r(n)l.tcø(n)l.tuw(n)ì.ar, (4.61)

This definition of a compression maLrix is analogous to

the definition of a matrix shift operator Sp(n), where p

represents the number of places shifted to the left or to

the right. As an example SI(n)is written as

(4 "62)

Some examples illustrate the effect of the compression

operator on the transform of a discrete data sequence " In

the case of a compression factor E=L/Z,(e.g. every second

data point is omitted) simple results are obtained.

s1 (n) =

0100."""00
0010. " ".000001."."00

0000" " " "011000""".00
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For Hadamard ordering of the Walsh functions and N=Br

the following transformation is obtained:

1.
I

f.
I

t11I1111
1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1
r 1-1-1 1 r-1-r
1-1-r I 1-1-1 I
I 1 1 1-1-r-1-1
1-1 1-1-1 1-1 r
I 1-1-1-1-1 I I
1-1-1 1-1 I r-1

1111Ir11
I I I r-1-1-1-t
t l-1-I-1:1 I I
1 1-1-1 I 1-1-1
1-1-1 1 1-1-1 I
r-1-r 1-1 1 1-1
1-1 1-1-r r-1 1

1-t 1-1 1-1 1-1

10000000
00100000
00001000
00000010
10000000
00100000
00001000
00000010

"H6(3)=

"Hç(3)=

Hh(3) c4 (3)

= cAg' (4.63)

The same transformation written i¡ I{alsh ordering for

N=8 appears as follows:

88000000
00880000
00008800
00000088
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000

10000000
00100000
00001000
000000r0
10000000
00100000
0000r000
00000010

1

B

Hw(3) c4 (3)
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1.
I CI1B " (4.64)

Another example for a compression factor E=3/4 or !.=2

results in Lhe followíng transformation

80000008
00000000
00000000
08000080
00800800
o0oooo00
00000000
00088000

rtn*rsl "

2

2

2

2

2

6

2

2

( 4.65)

I-B z 2 q-2 o o
I

l0 2-2 0 2 0 0
I

l0 6 6 4 2 o o

., lo-2 z o-2 4 o

"Hw(3)=ã"lo -2 -2 4 2 o o
I

l0-2 2 0 6 4 0
I

l0 2 2 -4 -2 0 0
I

L0 2-2 0 2 4 I

10000000
01000000
00100000
00001000
00000100
00000010
10000000
01000000

The resultant matrix in (4"63) does not have block dia-
gonal structure" Only the d-c component is invariant to

compression. This is in contrast to a similar transformationo

using the shift operator as defined in (4.62) 
"

If we consider the shift invariant "Bifore" spectrum,

we find that a compression by a factor of I/2 wíll move

spectral lines from one shift invariant group to the next

shift invariant group, with the exception of the d-c component"
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4.4 " 4 Slope of Lhe Attenuation characteristic for Time

Base Compressed Inlalsh Functions

To detect a I,lalsh function with a time base which is only

slight.ly d.ifferent from the base system used, the slope in

the resulting d.rop in amplitude is of importance" For the

functions sa1(lrQ) and sal(2,O), this slope can be measured

in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.13' respectively" In t55l an

equation is derived for the slope in the attenuation charac-

teristic of a time shifted tr{alsh function-

ka = 4í/T (4"66)

This equation can also be interpreted as the slope of

an autocorrelation product at. the origin, if the time lag j

is small compared to an elementary interval T/zk" From the

graphical interpretat.ion of an autocorrelation function

follows that every zero crossing has the same contribution

to the reduction in amplitude (e"g" there is a linear re-

lation to the sequency i) " walsh functions with higher

sequencies are, therefore, more sensitive to a circular time

shif t..

If we consider the correlation product of a time base

compressed Wa1sh function with the original, unmodified

functionr w€ find that we have now unequal contributions from

these zero crossings. Each contribution of a zero crossing

increases linearly with the distance from the origin, which

suggests the use of simple weighting factors. A matrix
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representation is introduced and the following expression

for the absolute value of the slope is developed:

ck
(4 "67\

D\^¡ ( 3)

This is an example for N=8, but in general the matrix

oto (n) , with n=log2N can be interpreted as the absolute

values of differentiated Walsh functions, with ones indicating

the position of discontinuities (or zero crossings) " The

column vector w simply represents the weighting factors"

It is important to note that the representation in (4 "67)

is only valid for a compression of Vüalsh functions to higher

order Walsh functions, or a compression factor E4L.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions

The behaviour of Vüalsh amplitude spectra is certainly

extremely complex, if the transformed sequence is subjected

to a circular shift. For the special case of the Rademacher

functions, a general expression for the amplitude attenuation

characLeristic was derived" It was found that they are atten-

uated by a factor of at most I/V" There is a much higher

attenuation for other Walsh functions " A general expression

for one relative minimum, closest to a zero time shift,r wâs

derived.

For sine-cosine functions, the parameter of frequency

is a real number and can be varied continuously" There are

two parameters for V'Ialsh functions: the integer value of

sequency and the real value of the time base" To facilitate

the calculation of the effect of a continuous time base modi-

fication on the sequency coefficients of functions, a matrix

"compression" operator was introduced. The "sequency spectral

windows" are forned by straight l-ine and parabolic segments

and are dj-fferent for the various integer center sequencies "

A formul-a, which derives the slope of this attenuation

characteristic, shows that even a small- time base deviation

would cause a sharp amplitude drop" The (sinx),/x function,

which determines the equivalent spectral wj-ndow in the case

of the Fourier spectrum, shows a zero slope in comparison.
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5"2 Recommendations for Future Work

only for the special case of the Rademacher functions

was a general expression for the time shift amplítude atten-

uation characteristic derived" For time shifts over the

whole range 0 = Oo =- L, there exists no general expression

which determines the position and magnitude of an absolute

minimum as a function of the sequency. There are ind.ications

that the formulae d.erived in this thesis actually represent'

an absolute minimum, and not just a relative one' but iL was

not possible to prove that assertion"

The sidelobes of the sequency spectral windows were not

examined and their amplitudes, in comparison with convention-

al windows of Fourier spectrar are of interest.

Another aspect of Walsh spectra, wttich was not examined

in this thesis, is the spectrum estimation of a random

signal. This area has been well explored in the case of

Fourier spectra [57], but comparatively little work has been

done for Walsh spectra [58], t59l " ff the spectrum of a ran-

dom process is calculated, smoothing of the resulting spec-

trum is usually necessary. Some preliminary results for the

comparison of linear and quadratic modification of Vüalsh

spectra \^Iere obtained, but further work is necessary"

It is certainly too early to make any final conclusions

about the usefulness of Walsh spectral analysis " The ease of

the calculation of the FWT is partially offset by the complex
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shifting relations and the behaviour under a time base modí-

fication. Most likeIy, Walsh spectral analysis will prove

useful for a special- group of applications and not as a

replacement for conventional Fourier spectra"



APPENDTX Ï

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A number of computer programs were written to verífy

the theoretical results obtained in the previous chapters,

and to simulate sampled data which would in practice be

obtained from an analog to digítal conversion process. Some

of the programming considerations will now be briefly d.is-

cussed and the properties and limitations of the programs

described.

Subroutine FFT42

This Control- Data Corporation program t60l was used to

calculate the discrete Fourier transform" Only a slight

modification was necessary to convert the bit inversion

algorithm from a 16 bit CDC 1700 computer to the 32 bit

IBM 360/65 computer system. This particular fast Fourier

ttansform algorithm uses the radix 4+2 method and performs

the FFT in place, with no requirements for intermediate data

arrays" The size of the input data array is only limited by

the available coren but it has to be a power of 2" Extension

of the array with zeros is possible, but a correction in the

spectral amplitude values is now necessary.

Subroutine SETCOS

This subrout.ine has to

subroutine FFT42. It presets

floating point numbers and,

of the sine-cosine function.

be used in conjunction with the

an array with sine and cosíne

thus, avoids repeated calculation
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Subroutine FFHT2

This program calculates the discrete Walsh-Iladamard

transform using the fast Hadamard transform as a basis [61],

162l " The FHT can be performed in place with no intermediate

storage locations required. To obtain Walsh (or sequency)

ordering, bit inversion followed by Gray code to binary con-

version of the storage cell sequence number is necessary t631.

Algorithms to obtain the coefficients directly in ordered

form have been described 1641, but an excessive number of

intermediate storage locatíons are necessary, since this

computation cannot be performed in place. The method selected

here calculates the FHT in place and thenr âs an optiono

reorders the spectral coefficients into sequency ordered

form.

Subroutine SETIND

This subroutine has to be used in conjunction with the

subroutine FFHT2. It calculates the necessary indices to

reorder spectral coefficients from natural to sequency order"

Subroutine Ir]ALGEN

This subroutine calculates discrete Walsh functions if

the sequency and the number of discrete data points N are

given" The symmetry properties of Wa1sh functions are used

to obtain the function values of +I" and -I., expressed

as floating point numbers t651.
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Subroutine CSHIFT

This simple subroutine

given input data array" To

fered to another array, but

if computer Lime is not an

produces a circular shift of a

save computer time, data is trans-

shifting in place is Possible,

important consideration"

Subroutine AUTCOR

This subroutine calculates the autocovariance functi-on

of a given data array" In this case, the linear autocova-

riance function is calculated, but with a slight modifi-

cation the same algorithm could be used to obtain the circu-

lar autocovariance function.

Subroutine NORMAL

This subroutine is used to simulate d.iscrete Gaussian

noise. Initially a mult.iplicative congruential atgorithm is

used to generate pseudo-random numbers in a uniform distri-

bution between 0 and 1" The "randomness" of the numbers So

generated is difficult to test, but it is sufficient for the

simulation of noise. lf the mean value and standard deviation

are given, the program uSeS a transformation of variables to

obtain pseudo-random numbers with normal distribution.

Subroutine PRPLOT

This simple subroutine generates a graphic output using

a line printer. Data values in an array are scaled properly

to fit a L32 point grid of a line printer and to produce an

output which is easily interpreted.
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